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      MARKETS IN BRIEF 

 China exports still contracting 

A slide in China's exports picked up pace in September while imports 

contracted for a 5th straight month, pointing to further weakness in 

the economy and underlining the need for more stimulus as the Sino

-US trade war drags on. Analysts say it could take time for Chinese 

exports to recover amid slowing global growth despite tentative 

signs of a thaw in tense trade relations between the world's top two 

economies. On Friday, Trump outlined the first phase of a deal to 

end the trade war with China and suspended a threatened tariff 

hike set for Oct. 15. But existing tariffs remain in place and officials on 

both sides said much more work needed to be done. September 

exports fell 3.2% from a year earlier, the biggest fall since February, 

customs data showed on Monday. 

FX & COMMODITIES LAST 1D 

EUR/$ 1.1021 -0.21% 

GBP/$ 1.2576 -0.69% 

AUD /$ 0.6762 -0.47% 

$/JPY 108.23 0.06% 

$/CAD 1.3212 -0.07% 

Gold $ 1489.90 0.07% 

WTI $ 54.16 -0.97% 

BRENT $ 59.77 -1.24% 

AMERICA    

DOW JONES  26816.59 1.21% 

S&P 500 2970.27 1.09% 

NASDAQ 8057.04 1.34% 

EUROPE     

STXE 600  391.61 2.31% 

CAC 40 5665.48 1.73% 

DAX 12511.65 2.86% 

ASIA PACIFIC     

S&P/ASX 200 6642.59 0.54% 

NIKKEI 225 21798.87 - 

CSI 300 (China) 3953.24 1.06% 

MENA    

Saudi Arabia 7631.02 -0.84% 

Dubai 2824.41 0.50% 

Qatar 10284.61 0.56% 

BONDS    

U.S. 10-year 1.7290 0.0000 

German Bund 10-yr -0.4710 -0.0310 

AU 10-year 1.0430 0.0280 
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 End of week hopes turned into cautiousness today. However, 

global market risk sentiment remained firm pushing Asian stocks 

and U.S. futures higher. Chinese equities and the yuan both 

rallied. Safe-haven yen continued to trade under pressure near 2 

1/2-month low against the dollar. 

 British pound retreated as Brexit optimism faded away. Traders will 

be watching key data this week: Jobs tomorrow, inflation on 

Wednesday, and Retail Sales on Thursday. BoE Gov. Carney will 

be speaking several times. 

 Euro zone bond yields fell, pulling away from 2 1/2- month highs. 

 Australian dollar traders will be watching RBA’s policy meeting 

minutes tomorrow and monthly Jobs Report on Thursday. After 

today’s trade data, China will release Inflation data tomorrow 

and GDP, Fixed Investment on Friday. 

 Oil prices eased after posting a big weekly gain. 

 U.S. stocks ended more than 1% higher on Friday, though well off 

the day’s highs after the announcement of a partial trade deal 

between the US and China.  

 Most Gulf stock markets rose yesterday, tracking global trend. 

Saudi index underperformed its peers, weighed by banks. 



Trump said the US and China reached a “phase one” agreement Friday to broker a truce in the trade war. Under the 

pact, the US is suspending a planned tariff increase for Oct. 15, and China agreed to some agricultural concessions. 

Still, he told reporters at the White House on Friday that the deal isn’t in writing yet. Trump said it will take three to five 

weeks to put on paper. While the limited agreement may resolve some short-term issues, several of the thorniest 

disputes remain.  

 ... China to boost spending to $50 billion 

BEIRUT S.E. LAST 1D 

SOLIDERE—A 5.56 5.10% 

SOLIDERE—B 5.49 - 

BANK OF BEIRUT 18.80 - 

BANK AUDI SAL 3.70 - 

BLOM BANK 7.29 - 

BYBLOS BANK 1.10 -0.90% 

BLC BANK SAL 0.93 - 

BANQUE BEMO SAL 1.15 - 
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 “Phase one” 

China will at least double its spending on U.S. agriculture as part of a partial trade accord between the two countries 

that’s likely to be well received by crop traders when markets reopen. Under terms of the arrangement, spending will 

scale to an annual figure of $40bn to $50bn over two years, Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said. U.S. agriculture 

exports to China totaled $19.5bn in 2017, government data show. If the deal holds, it will be welcome relief to 

American producers who suffered from depressed prices amid the tit-for-tariffs. 

 Brexit deal optimism fading 

PM Johnson’s attempt to secure a Brexit deal ran into trouble after the EU warned the talks were still a long way from 

a breakthrough and the British prime minister’s political allies distanced themselves from his plans. After a weekend of 

intensive negotiations in Brussels, EU’s chief Brexit negotiator, Michel Barnier, told a meeting of envoys on Sunday that 

the UK’s proposals for breaking the deadlock over the Irish border lacked detail and risked leaving the single market 

vulnerable to fraud, officials said. The unionist party that backs Johnson’s government also raised concerns. 

The US dollar held near a 2.5-month high against the yen on Monday on signs of progress in US-China trade talks. On 

Friday, the dollar strengthened against the safe-haven yen to as high as 108.63 yen, its highest since August 1, before 

Trump said the US and China had reached a ‘Phase 1’ trade deal. It pared those gains after Trump announced the 

agreement, covering agriculture, currency and some aspects of intellectual property protections. In Asian trade on 

Monday, the dollar inched down to 108.23 yen, while the euro stood at $1.1020 versus the greenback, off Friday’s 

three-week high of $1.10625. With Tokyo’s market closed for a public holiday and the US also seeing partial market 

closures for Columbus Day, trading volumes would likely remain lighter than usual. Analysts said the further gains in 

the dollar/yen may be limited because the partial deal between the world’s two largest economies appeared to 

lack substance with limited progress on structural issues such as technology transfers. The deal represents the biggest 

step between the US and China in a 15-month trade dispute. Friday’s announcement did not include many details 

and Trump said it could take up to five weeks to get a pact written. He acknowledged the agreement could fall 



The British pound’s rally ran out of steam after touching a 3-month peak on hopes for an orderly British exit from the 

EU. The sterling surged on Friday to as high as $1.2708, its strongest since July 1, and a five-month peak of 86.955 

pence per euro, on optimism about orderly Brexit. On Monday, cable’s rally ran out of steam and was last traded at 

$1.2576 in Asia, 0.69% lower on the day. The EU agreed on Friday to hold another round of intense negotiations with 

London in a bid to break the deadlock and secure a deal before the Oct. 31 deadline. EU negotiator Michel Barnier 

and his British counterpart Stephen Barclay earlier held what both sides called a “constructive” meeting in Brussels. 

The British and Irish prime ministers said on Thursday they had found “a pathway” to a possible deal, and by Friday 

some officials were expressing guarded optimism. On Sunday, British PM Boris Johnson told his cabinet a last-minute 

deal was still possible as the two sides pressed on with intensive talks to try to avoid a disorderly Brexit on Oct. 31. 

Britain said there would be more talks on Monday, with Johnson hoping a deal will be agreed in time for EU leaders 

to approve it at a summit in Brussels on Thursday and Friday this week. But he will still have to convince a deeply 

divided British parliament to ratify the agreement, while the European Commission said “a lot of work remains to be 

done” in a statement issued late on Sunday. 

Oil prices eased on Monday as scant details on the first phase of a trade deal between the US and China undercut 

last week’s optimism over the thaw that helped to lift crude markets by 2%. Brent crude futures edged down by 1.24% 

at $59.77 a barrel, while US West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude futures was at $54.45 a barrel, down 0.97%. Both 

contracts rose more than 3% last week, their first weekly gain in three. Most of the gains posted on Friday, however, 

had come after an Iranian oil tanker was attacked off Saudi Arabia’s coast in the Red Sea. Investigations are under 

way to determine if the tanker was hit by missiles, which could ratchet up tensions between Tehran and Riyadh if 

confirmed. 

CURRENCY - TIME (LT) EVENT FCAST PRIOR 

 US and Canada Holiday   

EUR—12:00 Eurozone Industrial Production MoM 0.30% -0.40% 
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 ECONOMIC CALENDAR 

 FX & COMMODITIES 

Tuesday: AU RBA Policy Meetings, China CPI, PPI, BoE Carney speaks, UK Jobs Report, Eurozone and German ZEW Economic 

Sentiment 

Wednesday: NZ CPI, UK CPI, RPI, HPI, Canada CPI, US Retail Sales, BoE Gov. Carney speaks. German Buba President speaks 

Thursday: AU Jobs Report, UK Retail Sales, Canada Manufacturing Sales, US Industrial Production, Building Permits, US Initial 

Jobless Claims 

Friday: China GDP, Fixed Asset Investment, Industrial Production, Eurozone Current Account 



CURRENCIES LAST 1D YTD 

DXY 98.525 0.23% 2.45% 

EUR/$ 1.1020 -0.21% -3.91% 

GBP/$ 1.2576 -0.69% -1.36% 

AUD /$ 0.6762 -0.47% -4.07% 

NZD/$ 0.6298 -0.60% -6.25% 

$/JPY 108.23 0.06% 1.35% 

$/CAD 1.3212 -0.07% 3.22% 

$/CHF 0.9974 0.01% -1.52% 

$/SEK 9.8560 -0.56% -10.19% 

$/NOK 9.1173 -0.46% -5.23% 

$/DKK 6.7774 -0.21% -3.93% 

$/TRY 5.9165 -0.54% -10.58% 

EUR/GBP 0.8763 -0.40% 2.64% 

EUR/JPY 119.27 0.38% 5.51% 

EUR/CHF 1.0991 0.15% 2.43% 

COMMODITIES LAST 1D YTD 

Gold Spot   $/Oz 1489.91 0.07% 16.18% 

Silver Spot  $/Oz 17.58 0.22% 13.46% 

Platinum Spot  $/Oz 890.60 -0.52% 11.91% 

Palladium Spot  $/Oz 1704.01 0.23% 35.05% 

COPPER $/lb 261.15 -0.61% -1.28% 

WTI $/bbl 54.18 -0.97% 19.25% 

BRENT $/bbl 59.76 -1.24% 11.10% 
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 EQUITIES & BONDS 

Euro zone bond yields fell on Monday, pulling away from last week’s 2 1/2- month highs, as a note of caution 

surrounding both Brexit and US/China trade talks encouraged investors back into fixed income. Britain and the EU 

said on Sunday a lot more work would be needed to secure an agreement on Britain’s departure from the EU, 

pushing sterling down early on Monday. US and Chinese officials also said more work is needed before a trade 

agreement can be reach, even though Trump on Friday outlined the first phase of a deal to end the trade war and 

suspended a threatened tariff increase set for Oct. 15. Data from China underlined the bitter trade war with dollar-

denominated exports and imports both falling by more than expected in September.  

Asian share markets firmed on Monday as signs of progress in the Sino-US trade standoff whetted risk appetites, 

though investors remained wary of the damage already done to the global economy. Figures from China underlined 

the pain felt as dollar-denominated exports and imports both fell by more than expected in September. Liquidity was 

also lacking with Japan off and a partial market holiday in the US for Columbus Day. MSCI’s broadest index of Asia-

Pacific shares outside Japan rose 1.1% in light trade. Australia's main index tacked on 0.54% and South Korea rose 

1.4%. Shanghai blue chips added 1.06%. Nikkei futures were trading at 22,080 compared with a Friday close of 21,798 

in the Nikkei cash index. E-Mini futures for the S&P 500 nudged up 0.2% after jumping on Friday, while EUROSTOXX 

futures were little changed.  



 COMPANY NEWS HEADLINES 

 The founder of British fashion group Superdry, who won an acrimonious battle to rejoin the board in April, has 

become the firm's permanent chief executive. Having served as interim CEO since April 2, Julian Dunkerton's title 

will now be CEO and his contract will run until April 2021. 

 ConocoPhillips has agreed to sell its northern Australian business to partner Santos Ltd for $1.39bn, in a deal that 

will hike the Australian group's output by 25% and boost its position in the global gas market. 

 Liberty Global has offered to buy up to 500mn Swiss francs ($502.11mn) in newly created Sunrise Communications 

shares - a move aimed at rescuing the 6.3bn franc sale of its Swiss business. 

 US construction and engineering firm AECOM is nearing a $2.4bn deal to sell its management services unit to a 

consortium of private equity firms, Bloomberg reported on Sunday. 
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US stocks ended more than 1% higher on Friday though well off the day’s highs after the announcement of a partial 

trade deal between the US and China. Indexes cut their gains late in the session as the deal was announced amid 

worries over the possibility of further flare-ups before the agreement is finalized, strategists said. Trump, speaking to 

reporters after talks with Chinese Vice Premier Liu He, said the US and China had come to a substantial phase-1 trade 

deal, reaching agreement on intellectual property, financial services and big agricultural purchases. The preliminary, 

partial deal was the biggest step toward resolving a 15-month tariff war between the world’s two largest economies. 

The market had risen in recent days due to optimism for an agreement and the S&P 500 was up as much as about 

1.9% earlier in the session. Top-level discussions between the two countries concluded their second day on Friday. 

Cyclicals were among the day’s best-performing groups, with the S&P industrial index up about 2% ahead of the Q3 

earnings season, which is set to begin next week. Indexes also gained for the week, with the Dow and Nasdaq up 

0.9% each and the S&P 500 up 0.6%. Bets for another interest rate cut by the Fed fell after data showed a rise in 

consumer sentiment for the month of October. Apple’s stock rose 2.7% as Wedbush raised its price target, citing 

confidence in the company’s new video streaming service. The S&P industrial index was boosted by a 17.2% jump in 

shares of Fastenal Co after the industrial distributor beat quarterly profit expectations. 

Most Gulf stock markets gained yesterday, mirroring Friday's surge in global peers. Saudi index retreated 0.84%, led 

by banks. The banking stocks fell as the Saudi central bank said on Sunday that financial institutions in Saudi Arabia 

should hire Saudi nationals for leading positions and, if they hire foreigners, they will have to explain the reason to the 

regulator. The Saudi bourse's main index has fallen in eight of nine sessions this month, leaving it down 2.5% year to 

date. It had gained more than 20% in the first four months of 2019 in the run up to joining the MSCI and FTSE emerging

-market indexes, which helped attract billions of dollars from passive funds. However, escalating trade tensions, 

volatile oil prices and growing geopolitical risks have hit the market. 

 EQUITIES & BONDS 



AMERICA LAST 1D YTD 

DOW JONES  26816.59 1.21% 14.96% 

S&P 500 2970.27 1.09% 18.49% 

NASDAQ 8057.04 1.34% 21.43% 

S&P/TSX 16415.16 -0.05% 14.61% 

EUROPE LAST 1D YTD 

STXE 600  391.61 2.31% 15.98% 

FTSE 100 7247.08 0.84% 7.71% 

CAC 40 5665.48 1.73% 19.76% 

DAX 12511.65 2.86% 18.49% 

ASIA PACIFIC LAST 1D YTD 

S&P/ASX 200 6642.59 0.54% 17.64% 

NIKKEI 225 21798.87 - 8.91% 

TOPIX 1595.27 - 6.77% 

CSI 300 (China) 3953.24 1.06% 31.31% 

MENA LAST 1D YTD 

Saudi Arabia 7631.02 -0.84% -2.50% 

Abu Dhabi 5088.13 0.29% 3.52% 

Dubai 2824.41 0.50% 11.65% 

Qatar 10284.61 0.56% -0.14% 

10-YEAR BONDS LAST 1D YTD 

U.S. 1.7290 0.0000 -0.9552 

Germany -0.4720 -0.0310 -0.7150 

U.K. 0.6280 -0.0780 -0.6500 

Australia 1.0430 0.0280 -1.2750 

 TOP SELECTED NEWS 
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China September crude oil imports rise on strong seasonal demand 

(Reuters) China’s crude oil imports in September rose 10.8% from a year earlier as refiners ramped up output amid 

stable profit margins and solid fuel demand. China, the world’s top oil importer, brought in 41.24mn tonnes of crude, 

equivalent to 10.04mn bpd, according to data released by the General Administration of Customs on Monday. That 

compared with 9.93mn bpd in August and 9.05mn bpd in September last year. Over the first nine months in 2019, 

crude oil arrivals reached 369.04mn tonnes, or 9.87mn bpd, up 9.7% from the same period last year, the data 

showed. “Crude imports in September were boosted by the start up of new refineries as well as an expansion project 

under. Refiners also replenished stocks ahead of the national day holidays,” said Seng Yick Tee, senior director of 

consultancy SIA Energy. Autumn is typically high season for refined oil consumption in China as people travel during 

the three-day mid-Autumn festival in September and the “Golden Week” National Day holiday in early October. 

Record slump in China car market continues as sales dip 6.6% 

(Bloomberg) Chinese auto sales fell in September for the 15th month in 16, extending their unprecedented slump 

despite government efforts to support the world’s largest car market. Sales of sedans, sport utility vehicles, minivans 
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and multipurpose vehicles dropped 6.6% from a year earlier to 1.81mn units, the China Passenger Car Association 

said in a statement Saturday. The only increase since mid-2018 came in June, when dealers offered big discounts to 

clear inventory. The market has been hurt by a slowing economy and stricter emission rules, prompting the 

government to urge local authorities to boost consumption. Measures included easing car purchase curbs put in 

place to reduce pollution and traffic jams, though there’s not been much impact yet. The China Association of 

Automobile Manufacturers forecasts vehicle deliveries to dealers in 2019 will fall for the second time in three 

decades. 

BoE might not be able to cut rates if Brexit delayed again: Ramsden 

(Reuters) Bank of England Deputy Governor Dave Ramsden said he did not share the views of some of his colleagues 

who have suggested the British central bank might cut interest rates if the Brexit crisis drags on beyond the current 

Oct. 31 deadline. In an interview with The Telegraph newspaper, Ramsden said Britain’s economy had been so 

damaged by uncertainty about Brexit - chiefly via a steady fall in investment by companies - that it could hamper 

the BoE’s ability to help it. Referring to a scenario raised recently by the BoE of “entrenched uncertainty” if the 

deadline for leaving the EU is pushed back again, Ramsden said: “I see less of a case for a more accommodative 

monetary position.” Fellow BoE rate-setters Michael Saunders and Gertjan Vlieghe have suggested that another 

delay to leaving the EU might mean lower rates in Britain.  

WeWork is said to weigh bailout that hands control to SoftBank 

(Bloomberg) WeWork is considering a bailout that will hand control of the co-working giant to SoftBank Group Corp., 

according to a person familiar with the matter, one of two main options to rescue the once high-flying startup. The 

Japanese investment powerhouse controlled bybnaire Masayoshi Son is convinced it can turn around the cash-

strapped American company with the right financial controls in place, the person said, asking not to be identified 

talking about internal deliberations. WeWork’s board and backers however are also weighing another option: 

JPMorgan Chase & Co. is leading discussions about a $5bn debt package, Bloomberg previously reported. 

Lamborghini Review Marks Step in VW’s March Toward $220 billion 

(Bloomberg) Volkswagen AG’s plan to review options for its Lamborghini supercar division marks a further step in CEO 

Herbert Diess’s campaign to transform the world’s biggest automaker and more than double its market value. The 

German manufacturer is weighing a potential sale or stock listing for the Italian brand, according to people familiar 

with the matter, as Diess channels resources to the main VW, Porsche and Audi units. No decision has been made 

and an earlier plan to move Lamborghini from the Audi umbrella to Porsche also remains an option, they said. 

Structural change is always a challenge at Volkswagen because of the multiple power bases that play a role in 

major decisions. Diess has been sounding out support for ideas to reshape Volkswagen as part of a broad strategy 

review ahead of an expected industry shakeout. His goal is to reach a market value of 200bn euros, they said. 

Climate change activists target London's financial district 

(Reuters) Climate change activists targeted London’s financial district on Monday blocking Bank junction, vowing a 

day of disruption for major institutions which they said were financing an environmental catastrophe. Extinction 

Rebellion protesters blocked the streets around Bank in the heart of the City of London. “The City of London is a 

preeminent nexus of power in the global system that is killing our world,” said Carolina Rosa, spokesperson for 

Extinction Rebellion. The group, which promotes a rebellion against the political, economic and social structure of 

the modern world to avert the worst devastation outlined by scientists studying climate, is engaged in two weeks of 

civil disobedience in London. 

 TOP SELECTED NEWS 
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      APPENDIX & DISCLAIMER 

This document is for information purposes only and does not take account of the specific circumstances of any recipient. The in-

formation contained herein does not constitute the provision of investment advice. It is not intended to be and should not be con-

strued as a recommendation, offer or solicitation to acquire, or dispose of, any of the financial instruments mentioned in this docu-

ment and will not form the basis or a part of any contract or commitment whatsoever. 

The information in this document is based on data obtained from sources believed by Bank of Beirut to be reliable and in good 

faith, but no representations, guarantees or warranties are made by Bank of Beirut with regard to accuracy, completeness or suit-

ability of the data. The opinions and estimates contained herein reflect the current judgment of the author (s) on the data of this 

document and are subject to change without notice. The opinions do not necessarily correspond to the opinions of Bank of Beirut. 

Bank of Beirut does not have an obligation to update, modify or amend this document or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in 

the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently 

becomes inaccurate. 

The past performance of financial instruments is not indicative of future results. No assurance can be given that any opinion de-

scribed herein would yield favorable investment results. Any forecasts discussed in this document may not be achieved due to 

multiple risk factors including without limitation market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, the unavailability of complete 

and accurate information and/or the subsequent transpiration that underlying assumptions made by other sources relied upon in 

the document were inapposite. 

Neither Bank of Beirut nor any of its respective directors, officers or employees accepts any responsibility or liability whatsoever for 

any expense, loss or damages arising out of or in any way connected with the use of all or any part of this document. 

This document is for the use of the addressees only and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on to any other person or 

published, in whole or in part, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of Bank of Beirut. The manner of distributing this 

document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United States. Persons into whose possession 

this document may come are required to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By accepting this document, 

a recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations. 
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